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Detailed Design Process Description
Process

Product

Benefit

Intake

Questionnaire: Paper, Email,
Online form

Clear goals articulated, design
elements considered

Base map

Cursory or detailed - letter
format, concept sketch; 24x36, Base map unit to draft ideas
master plan
and easily make revisions

Field data collection

Measurements, photos

Accuracy of map product
improved

Summary Observations and
Analysis

Summary O/A maps ecological analysis of existing
conditions. Letter or Tabloid.

Clear understanding of
existing conditions as limiting
factors

Concept Sketch

Concept sketch with a
summary of findings: Letter,
Tabloid and Poster (Arch D)

Provides a working plan for
the initial first steps

Draft design. Review/revision

Pattern concept maps bubbled Incremental design in
out. Design from patterns to
collaboration with client and
details.
land base

Polyculture designs

Spreadsheets w/ element
dimensions & nursery sources

Layout of elements: access,
earthworks, trees/shrubs,
hardscaping, water resources, Master plan using combination
etc
of hand drawn and digital tools
Detail drawing to show
planting/earthworks layout &
Guild details, label
construction details

Clarity of communication &
planning
Master planning makes easy
mistakes on paper, making
installation smoother and
cheaper on the ground.
Clearly communicate
construction details visually

Report details, phasing

Design details in narrative
report form, phasing
considerations

Clearly communicate
construction and management
details in narrative form.
Establish a workflow to the
build out of the entire project.

Final Design Package

Poster (Arch D: 24x36) sized
drawing, supplemental
drawings with details, narrative
report of findings

Concise package laying out
the vision of potential for the
project (residence, farm or
other), forming an “institutional
memory”.

Costing

Cost estimates, spreadsheets, Easily budget resources. Use
reports
this as a fundraisng tool.

Base mapping

Minimal visual noise on
base map for sketching
out ideas. Usually on
letter-sized paper.

Some base maps
include multiple layers
like color aerial photos,
property boundaries
and topographical data.
Design work then
proceeds as overlay
images. This example is
24x36 or Arch D sized
paper.

Summary Observations and Assessment (O/A)

The summary O/A map
shows the ecological
context for a site.
Once the site
conditions are fully
appreciated, the design
begins to emerge and
suggest itself.
Depending on the
complexity of the
project this may be one
map or a series of maps
drafted by hand or on
the computer.

The ecological context
for a site includes
mapping of hot/cold
spots, prevailing wind
directions, movement
of sun and shade, plant
communities and other
noteworthy
observations.

Concept sketches and draft designs
A concept sketch is a
rough first draft of
design ideas that seek
to address challenges
while enhancing the
strengths and assets of a
site. This step in the
design process is strong
on patterns and slim on
details. The design
principle is to design
“from patterns to
details.”

We will often work out
design solutions by hand
and then make labels on
the computer. Some
clients are satisfied with a
broad pattern first draft
sort of product. Some
clients prefer another
round of detailed and
refined ideas. We call the
next stage the master
planning phase where we
move from these
patterns into more
details.

Concept sketch and draft summary report

As part of the design
product we include a
written report in addition
to any drawing we make.

For concept sketches prepared
after one site visit we will include
a report with map details,
proposed phases of construction
and other cursory notes. This is
a summary of any ideas
generated during the first
consultative site visit.

Master Plan
In the master planning
phase we move from the
patterns into details. We
design for multiple
considerations involving
the client, the site and
the business if applicable.
We design for plant form
and architecture,
ecological function, yield,
harvest, installation and
management.

This is the planning
process where we apply
whole systems thinking
to design for water
management, soil
stewardship, plant and
livestock health and the
benefits to future
generations.

Sometimes we will
overlay design ideas over
an aerial photo if we
think that will enhance
understanding. Often we
will overlay design ideas
over the base map line
drawing and colorize
using alcohol-based ink
and/or colored pencil.

Supporting Detail Drawings as part of a Master Plan

Supplemental detail
drawings to show
polyculture, spacing and
earthworks details.

Detail drawings are
usually necessary
during the master
plan to show details
in another visual and
textual way in order
to enhance
understanding.

Master Plan Report

The report describes the
details of the design in a
narrative form that
enhances the
understanding of the
drawings. One without
the other gives an
incomplete picture.

The report describes
details of the map and
master plan along with
discussions of management
and alternative options.
Step by step phasing of
construction is discussed
in the report as well as
resources for plants,
books, tools, construction
trades, soil tests and more.

The report that
accompanies a master plan
fills in details that can’t
always show up in a
drawing. Each report is a
unique work because the
design, installation and
management of every
system is unique.

Polycultures can be
represented visually on the
map or in a detail drawing,
and another way to discuss
polycultures is in a chart
or spreadsheet. This gives
us the opportunity to get
specific about plant details,
size, spacing and
sometimes nursery
sources and costs.
Cost estimates for plant
orders may or may not be
included in the scope of
work. Often this sort of
budgetary consideration is
a separate bit of work.

